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1. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicle detection system was originally perform for shipping industry because public needed to see where all vehicle was. 

After all, nowadays technology is increasing so fast and the vehicle detection system is commonly used. In transportation 

vehicle, detection system can stop the system with a vehicle detection capability and calculate traffic parameters such as count, 

speed, insides. In addition, vehicle detection can be used for transporters self-governing vehicle guidance, vehicle safety [1]. 

Vehicle detection over video camera is one of the most flexible technology that enables large-scale data collection and 

implementation of advanced traffic control. Vehicle detection is also based on the tracking of vehicle. Proper vehicle detection 
is establish in good tracking. Vehicle detection mechanism may be detailed as a system which is ability of detecting vehicles 

and ascertain the size of traffic parameters such as total number of vehicles, speed of vehicles, event. The main view of vehicle 

detection through video is vehicle protection. Vehicle detection video through image processing is one of the gesture of future 

success for large area assembling of group of data and accomplishment of progressed traffic that determine the behaviour or 

supervise the running of vehicles and mechanisms that incentivized to manage their environments. This function intense on 

elaboration of real-time vehicle detection system for a low-resolution traffic video feed [1]. The elaborated system determines 

the total and lane-based vehicle counts and the average speed of the vehicle to a specific section of the road. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

Video based object or motion detection and tracking video are two functions that play fundamental role in video surveillance-

lance systems, transport systems, military applications, gaming systems, etc. This section focuses primarily on tracking for 

video-based vehicle detection problems and its applications [2]. Vehicle sequence is the ability to identify vehicle existence or 
absence in a video sequence. Vehicle detection is explained to determine the vehicle's location in each frame of the video 

sequence. Vehicle detection plays an intended result and networthy role in the measurement of close observation of vehicles in 

traffic and vehicle safety is the matter of interest. It is the issues relating to detection of large number of vehicles in traffic 

from video clippings that is a set of basis or fixed values. Many researchers have done various research in this measurement 

and many approaches have been put, even now, as formerly this measurement has space for addition or changes that make the 

area better or more valuable.  

Vehicle detection has been performed using Spatial Domain and Frequency Domain methods: 

A. Spatial Domain: It calculates the vehicle from whole of the image [3]. 

B. Frequency Domain: It calculates the vehicle portion and take its signal and then examine its results   in terms of position on 

a scale [3]. 

 

3. TYPES OF SENSORS 

3.1 In-roadways sensors : - 

Vehicle discovery curves, called magnetic induction- series traffic detectors, can recognize vehicles of a timeframe or 

occuring at a distinct end, for example moving toward a movement light or in motorway traffic (Is a noteworthy street that has 
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been extraordinarily worked for quick go over long separations. Motorways have a few lines and more noteworthy spots 

where movement gets on and leaves). An encased, electrically curves is installed in the pavement [3]. 

 

3.2 Over-roadway sensors: -  

Those that do not require the station of the sensor specifically onto, into, or beneath the street surface. It has mounted over the 

focal point of the roadway or to the side of the roadway [3].  
Distinctive Technologies connected in finished roadway sensors.  

 Video Image Processor: - Is a particular occasion of flag handling, which frequently utilizes video channels 

moreover, where the info and yield waves are video organizers or video streams.  

 Microwave Radar: - Is utilized to perceive the spot and/or development of vehicles.  

 Active and Passive Infrared: - Are the sorts of infrared sensor that transmit infrared radiation that is later gotten by the 

recipient and infrared radiations from external source.  

 Ultrasonic: - Is sound waves with recurrence.  

 Passive Acoustic: - Determines how solid is transmitted. 

 

 

4. VIDEO DETECTION 
Video identification for crossing point control utilizes a framework comprising of no less than one camera mounted in a lifted 

position with a reasonable perspective of one way to deal with the convergence. This camera will regularly cover identification 

zones in one to five paths, and from the stopline to a separation of roughly 300 feet upstream. A run of the mill video indicator 

format is appeared on Figure 1. The video picture is encouraged into a picture processor, which might be situated in the camera 

itself or in the controller bureau. The picture processor distinguishes when vehicles are situated in different foreordained ranges 

of the picture (identification zones) and passes this data to the controller as contact terminations. This is a similar interface 

utilized by regular circle finders in a common NEMA or Type 170 controller bureau [4]. Video discovery works fundamentally 

the same as traditional circle finders by plan. Video identification has been accessible in some shape since the mid 1980's. All 

together for this innovation to influence advances in the finder to highlight, it must have the capacity to copy the yield of circle 

identifiers. All makers, along these lines, built up their items in light of this necessity. Video finders have various particular 

points of interest over conventional circle indicators. Among these points of interest are: 

 The capability of fast sending. 

 Feasible to use as transitory identifiers.  

 Can be utilized as a part of areas when there is asphalt disintegration. 

 Can be utilized for approaches that are on connect decks or other structure.  

 Can be introduced in development zones when path changes require finder reconfigurations. 

 Can be introduced with least disturbance to existing activity (here and now or no path terminations). 

 Can be utilized for recognizing vehicles that are not on state right-of-way. 

 Total cost might be lower than regular circle identification, especially on multi-path approaches.  

 Video recognition can likewise be described with some unmistakable restrictions: 

 Good operation with video location requests legitimate camera situation. 

 Good camera situation needs legitimate help structure. 

 Vision-based frameworks can be constrained in poor lighting conditions.  

 Severe haze or precipitation can bring about poor execution. 

 Cameras require intermittent focal point cleaning to keep up appropriate execution.  
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When looking at the utilization of video discovery versus circle finders, it ought to be noticed that inductive circle locators have 

the benefit of being extremely precise while working effectively. This is largely because of the way that the innovation has 

developed from being used for quite a few years [4]. Additionally, transportation experts are extremely acquainted with the 

operational and support issues of circles and other regular information gathering techniques. By and by, mechanical advances as 

of late have significantly enhanced the execution of video recognition; and, similar to all innovation that depends on gadgets, 

the cost has diminished as the items have developed.  
 

5. CAMERA LOCATION ISSUES 

While without a doubt video recognition can be utilized to give controller incitation identification at any crossing point, this 

innovation demands that the cameras be legitimately found. Mounting a camera on an advantageous, existing post will 

presumably bring about an unsatisfactory level of execution. With activity flag finders, there are two sorts of mistakes: a vehicle 

is detected when in certainty there is no vehicle display (false positive); and a vehicle is not detected when in actuality there is a 

vehicle show (false negative). For activity flag incitation, false positives can be endured to a far more noteworthy degree than 

false negatives. Obviously, either blunder is unwanted, yet when outlining for activity flag operation, the Designer must limit 

the potential for a false negative regardless of the possibility that one must give up the general mistake rate to limit the false 

negative (missed call). 

 

5.1 High Camera Mounting 
For the most part, the best pragmatic area for a camera is to be mounted on a pole arm specifically before the lane(s) being 

identified. The following best area is on a far-side luminaire arm that stretches out at any rate into the control path and ideally 

into the full width of the primary travel path. The mounting tallness will be roughly 30 feet, and the balance from the paths will 

be a base. A photo demonstrating this sort of area is appeared in Figure 2 beneath [4]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Camera Mounted on Luminaire Mast 

 

For left-turn identification, the best area is specifically before the lane(s) being distinguished. At the point when this is not 

conceivable, the camera ought to be situated to one side of the left-turn path with the goal that any potential vehicle impediment 

will be by vehicles going the other way. Different areas incorporate the far right and close left. The far right position for the 

most part will have impediment issues caused by vehicles going a similar way. The close left (side-fire) position can be utilized 

to distinguish vehicles in a solitary left turn path [4]. 

Video recognition at skewed crossing points ought to be precisely composed, and the three-dimensional cone [6] of discovery 

format ought to be anticipated on the flag intend to ensure that sufficient location scope could be accomplished without causing 

false calls from contiguous paths, for example, a through and a left turn path. For ideal scope when recognition of more than one 

path is required, the camera is typically mounted to the luminaire pole arm utilizing a game plan like that appeared in Figure 3. 
        

 
Figure 3. Camera Mounting 

 

This mounting gives a view like that appeared in Figure 4. Notice how the zones of recognition fill the view and that there is no 

skyline in the view.                                                                
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Figure 4. Typical Video Image 

 

One approach to accomplish mounting stature for the camera, if a lighting arm is not possible to introduce, is to mount the 

camera on a vertical unbending stalk. The stalk is generally mounted and joined to the flagpole arm. Nevertheless, the stalk 

ought not to extend more than 12-crawls over the pole arm some ward utilize four to six-foot stalks, a training that is considered 

not attractive by SHA. Elective fast approach identification advancements ought to be investigated first. A case of this undesired 

kind of establishment is appeared on Figure 5. Introducing stalks to accomplish location for rapid methodologies is not 

empowered by SHA. 

 

 
Figure 5. Camera Mounted on Raised Stalk 

 

Early forms of video discovery calculations had huge issues with false calls caused by structure vibrations and flexing. As the 

product developed, nevertheless, picture adjustment calculations have been incorporated into the imaging handling 

programming. Today there is little issue with typical vibrations and pole arm developments. In any case, long stalks are not 

tastefully satisfying [4]. 

 

5.2 Low camera Mounting 
Whenever single or particularly numerous camcorders are mounted on a pole arm, the establishment, best-case scenario, can be 

"jumbled". Figure 6 shows such an establishment. The genuine issue, in any case, is that the low mounting largely confines the 

field of view to under 200 feet, and could likewise bring about a more drawn out identification time and less open doors for the 

controller to hole out if the camera is utilized to do both stop line and propel recognition. Subsequently, this may bring about a 

drowsy operation of the crossing point. Since the pole arm itself is roughly 100 feet from the stopline, this infers the location 

must be restricted to 100 feet upstream from the stop line. Low mounting, nonetheless, is suitable for stop line location. 

 
Figure 6. Diagonal Mast-Arm Installation 
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6. HARRIS -STEPHEN CORNER DETECTION ALOGRITHM 

The process of vehicle detection video through image processing is put into effect using Harris-Stephen Corner detection 

algorithm [2]. It is regularly used in computer visions algorithms for extract corners and infer features of a picture. It has been 

improved and adopted in many algorithms to preprocess images for subsequent applications. It has been given extra accurate 

in distinguishing between edges and corners. Harris Stephens corner detection algorithm is based on correlation of a signal 

with a delayed copy of itself as a function of delay of a signal, where the correlation of an ordered series of observations with 
the same series displaced by the same number of terms that effect the different situation of the signal with particular period of 

time moved by an insignificant quantity in separate positions. 

 

6.1 Capturing of moving visual pictures -  

The video sustains are consumed at better places at different time in a day. A camcorder that bolsters or streams its picture 

continuously to or through a PC to a PC arrange. Whenever "caught" by the PC, the video stream is spared [2]. The most well 

known utilization of video stream is foundation of video joins, allowing PCs to go about as videophones or videoconference 

stations.  

 

6.2 Preliminary-handling of still pictures - 

Appropriate pre-preparing is exceptionally noteworthy as far as enhancing the photo quality and making comes about more 

networthy.  Preparing changes in the information into an arrangement that will be all the more effortlessly and adequately 
handled with the end goal of the client. It sorts out information for more productive access and highlight extraction, which 

hauls out indicated information that is huge in some specific setting. Utilizing a GUI instrument created as a major aspect of a 

vehicle location framework, the client can pick the district of enthusiasm on the caught video outline [2]. The identification 

and following calculations are just actualized on this trimmed picture area for diminish the handling time of the framework. 

 

6.3 Appearance -  

It is a strategy for expulsion of here and now anomalies in a period – arrangement information to enhance the precision of 

video outlines. It disposes of abnormalities and arrangement effectively with the nature of the picture caught by the 

camcorders.  

 

6.4 Vehicle recognition utilizing Harris-Stephen corner point area identification location - 
It decides the check of vehicles. The picture division design depends on which is near the real is utilized to decide the wording 

in PC vision that alludes to the location of intrigue indicates for resulting preparing having a place a similar vehicle. On the off 

chance that the focuses are close yet are in various lines, at that point the very much characterized position in picture space are 

thought to be sets having no components in like manner.  

 

6.5 Speed Calculations - 

Utilizing the HS corner identifier and thresholding interest focuses and the centroid of these intrigue focuses are resolved be-

tween recognition and speed zones. The recognition and speed zones are set neighboring each other. Care ought to not to 

position them too a long way from each other and the zones are additionally littler contrasted with the measure of the vehicle 

found in the picture outline. The speed of a vehicle is the degree of its speed (the rate of progress of its position); it is 

consequently a scalar amount. The normal speed of a vehicle in an interim of time is the separation went by a vehicle 

partitioned by the length of the interim, the momentary speed is the breaking point of the normal speed as the term of the time 
interim methodologies zero [2]. 

 

7. VEHICLE DETECTION APPLICATIONS 

The created video-based vehicle discovery framework was utilized for guidance ahead of time of clog and lines at work zones 

and on expressways amid uncommon occasions. The guidance ahead of time framework comprises of a progression of video 

checking stations outfitted with video re-cording gadgets and our video based vehicle discovery framework. Vehicle line 

lengths, speed and checks were observed before work zones or exceptional occasion areas and continuous data in regards to 

clogs were transmitted utilizing Radio Frequency (RF) modules with directional reception apparatuses to a convenient variable 

message sign trailer couple of miles downstream. The assessments of the framework were directed at different circumstances of 

the day and the vehicle speeds assessed with and without the guidance ahead of time framework in play. The essentialness of 

the preemptive guidance framework on vehicle speeds by path is appeared in Figure 7. The greater part of the assessments at 
work zones were performed amid the night and at exceptional occasions amid the day. The figure demonstrates that the 

preemptive guidance framework positively affects the workers 
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Figure 7.  Effectiveness of advance warning system on vehicle speed and Graphical comparison of the HSCM method and 

autoscope for vehicle speed. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

Vehicle detection video through image processing is to keep track on count of vehicles, queue length, speed measurement and 

vehicle alignment. It has deployed Harris Stephen Corner Detection Algorithm to draw out corners and infer aspect of a visual. 
The design of these images composed are used to ascertain the size of the sequence of vehicles, dimensions of individual 

vehicle and to find out the position of a detailed vehicle within short break of schedule. Cameras are fixed at significant road 

links for actions by human operators. 
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